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 ________________________________________________________________________________   

                    BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF UTAH
__________________________________________________________________________________
In the matter of                         DOCKET NO.:17-035-62   
Darlene Schmidt                          Downes v. Bidwell Court demanded
                                         Motion Order
v.                                       Motion findings of fact
                                         and conclusions of law
Rocky Mt. Power Corp                     Jury Demanded
___________________________________________________________________________________
Having read the motions and examined the exhibits in this matter, the court's findings of facts and conclusions of law 
and follow:

1. Jurisdiction: Art 3.2 "judicial Power shall extend to all Cases, in Law and Equity, arising under this Constitution, the 
Laws of the United States, and Treaties made, or which shall be made, under their Authority." Utah's 54-3-1's gives 
jurisdiction: "Every public utility shall furnish, provide and maintain such service, instrumentalities, equipment and 
facilities as will promote the safety, health, comfort and convenience of its patrons, employees and the public, and as 
will be in all respects adequate, efficient, just and reasonable."

It is not bad judicial behavior to determine jurisdiction exists for this court to rule upon all actions involved in Ms. 
Schmidt's injury complaint against Rocky Mt Power Corp, here after called RMP. RMP has a monopoly and has 
collected monies for doing 54-3-1 provisions. When RMP purchased Utah Light and Power, RMP had an opportunity to 
investigate and determine if Utah Light and power complied with Utah law and negotiate accordingly for law 
compliance, not circumventing the law. The complaint claims money, collected to meet these 54-3-1 requirements, was 
pocketed and never used to meet 54-3-1's provisions. Taxes and tax payer lives have created the dams and equipment 
generating electricity. Power companies have benefited from tax payer's sweat, blood and tears. This court has 
jurisdiction for noncompliance.
This court must protect tax payers from an out of control monopoly dictating whether they live or die and destroy the 
quality of their lives without cause while providing services. The complaint alleges RMP deprived Ms. Schmidt of these 
mandated protections. This court shall examine all evidence behind possible terrorism used upon Ms. Schmidt, a captive 
patron audience. When Ms. Schmidt is deprived of these Utah blessings of liberty, all Utahans are deprived of them.  

It is not bad judicial behavior to insure no utility monopoly has interpreted these provisions as authority and permission 
to apply opposite meaning resulting torture,  serial murder, maim, destroy cognitive and emotional health, damage 
organs or body systems and mental clarity, for greed, religious needs, inherent hate, and so forth. RMP is a Dartmouth 
corporation whose controversy is not about New Hampshire's state authority because NH had nothing to do with 
granting Dartmouth's charter. NH was patient and took no action until Dartmouth altered this charter. 

The Treaty of Paris 1783 terminated the exercise of all British political power exercised in Dartmouth's charter granted 
prior to claiming a controversy existed in 1819. The ratified US constitution denies jurisdiction to strike Art. 1.2's 
person attributes and substitute them with Dartmouth's person: "a contemplation of law, invisible, intangible, artificial 
person." Dartmouth's person is opposite that of the Art 1.2 person. Mr. Marshall repeated his Marbury v. Madison 
judicial tactic that vacated preamble criteria for determining constitutionality with implementation of his unwritten, 
nonexistent constitutional judicial review mandate. All lawyers know the constitution does not grant judicial review to 
any court, yet court's exercise this madness. Mr. Marshall's judicial review mandate does  not exist today any more than 
Dartmouth's 200 year old ghost person exists today. Ms. Schmidt believes the presence of the fringed flag proves 
judicial insanity. This flag is an admiralty symbol flown on high seas. She believes courts sitting in front of this flag are 
broadcasting they are insane and unable to tell they are not conducting court on the high seas. Dartmouth does condition 
lawyers to fade in and out of reality trying to serve 2 masters.  Since this cannot happen, the lawyer ends up serving only 
one master.  Ms. Schmidt believes they become insane unable to get help.  

RMP's Dartmouth person does not exist and does not direct, lead or instruct any actions to be done in RMP's name. 
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RMP's Dartmouth person is unable to implement or refuse to implement Utah's code. Rocky Mt Power Corp is run by 
"con artists" claiming they communicate with Dartmouth's nonexistent person. It is impossible for Dartmouth's 
invisible, intangible, contemplation of law, artificial person to have ordered employees to secretly, attach a microwave 
military torturing and murdering weapon to every Utah house to torture and serially murder all Utahans. The Art. 1.2 
persons, con artists running RMP, made the decision to attack and declare war upon Utahans, through installation of the 
RF microwave military meter weapon, is proven from the 50 yr old IEEE studies, the National Toxicology Program 
2016 report, and other submitted by Ms. Schmidt that RF does bodily harm and death. The RF meter is premeditated 
murder.   

It is not bad judicial behavior for this court to be appalled, stunned, and forced to invoke her oath to uphold the US 
Constitution and protect it from RMP's "con artists" using RMP's Dartmouth person to shield their attack, war, and 
serially torturing and murdering Utahans. It is difficult to explain this matter because it is foreign to what is perceived as 
Utah reality.    

It is ordered: This court has jurisdiction over all subject matter in Ms. Schmidt's injury complaint,from the Treaty of 
Paris 1783, Utah's code and the US Constitution. Dartmouth is repugnant to our Treaty of Paris 1783, Utah's 54 code, 
and our ratified constitution. Dartmouth's controversy challenges the power, authority and jurisdiction of the King of 
England to sign the Treaty of Paris 1783. NH is bound by the charter, not the supreme law. Ms. Schmidt believes Mr. 
Marshall hallucinated he was back to prewar time to have jurisdiction to hear Dartmouth. Dartmouth did not represent 
the king of England nor claim representation. Mr. Marshal had no jurisdiction to rule upon Dartmouth's controversy 
with the King of England's treaty signing nor New Hampshire's republic authority.

Dartmouth's controversy was with the supreme law of America. Controversies challenging our supreme law are barred 
from judicial examination.  Amendment is the process giving jurisdiction to determine whether the King of England had 
authority to sign the Treaty of Paris 1783 or whether the constitution had authority to create the state of New Hampshire 
exercising republic powers. Since no jurisdiction existed to hear Dartmouth's complaints against New Hampshire's 
statehood authority, Dartmouth's person was never born and does not exist outside a delusion. The Treaty of Paris 1783 
is still the supreme law governing Dartmouth and binding upon Mr. Marshall, who was bound to implement our 
supreme law. Dartmouth had no controversy any American court could hear. Mr. Marshall could not create Dartmouth's 
person to deceive Americans to today. Dartmouth is repugnant to our supreme law. Mr. Marshall's ruling is bad judicial 
behavior.  Ms. Schmidt claims to have seized A. l0 power not delegated to the federal and not seized by New 
Hampshire. She claims she can remove a judge from office. She has declared Dartmouth repugnant to the US 
Constitution. Ms. Schmidt does have power to remove a judge from office because NH failed to seize it and remove Mr. 
Marshall from federal employment and striking his order proving bad, insane judiical behavior.    

2.  Ms. Schmidt claims Dartmouth v. Woodward's invisible, intangible, contemplation of law, artificial person is not the 
same person described in our US constitution's Article l.2.

It is not bad judicial behavior to determine Dartmouth's person is a ghost who cannot run for office, communicate with 
any mortal, vote, eat, drink, walk, see, hear, act,  and/or do any activities that the Art. l.2 person can do as a house 
representative. Dartmouth's person simply is an imaginary person that does not exist. Many small children play with 
imaginary persons but put them away when they became adults. Dartmouth's person cannot shield activities done by the 
Art. l.2 person nor be blamed for having committed the Art 1.2 person's actions. This court is a court of reality and 
refuses to hallucinate Dartmouth's person is real.

Dartmouth did not grant its person Art 1.2 person rights and privileges as part ofcorporation. Dartmouth's corporation is 
not applied to other businesses, organizations or government, who have no charter from the King of England. "Holy 
Judge Trease" refused to allow Dartmouth's person to proceed in her court and dismissed SLC Corp's ticket given in free 
parking. Dartmouth's charter was born prior to the Revolutionary War. Today, corporations born after the Revolutionary 
war have no charter from the King of England. Corporations after Dartmouth's ruling are repugnant to our supreme law 
and show opposite meaning is given our supreme law.

Dartmouth's person is the same as the person authority in the Salem Mass. witch trials. Law and order ceased to exist in 
Salem until the court separated from Rev. Mathers. When the court and Rev Mathers separated, the imaginary person 
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created by joining church and state ceased to exist. This court does not join church and court.  Dartmouth's person does 
not exist and is denied court standing in this matter.    

It is not bad judicial behavior to admit Ms. Schmidt's claim, Dartmouth's person leads to the worst slavery known and 
lawlessness that is repugnant to our constitution. This ghost person has no ability to obey our supreme law and cannot 
allow its handler to claim it is doing all manner to violations of our supreme law when it is the handler who is violating 
the law. It accepted that the person who threw the ball broke the window, not the ball. The acceptance of Dartmouth's 
person being treated like the Art. 1.2 person, results in the Art. 1.2 person being unable to tell reality from fantasy, 
lawfulness form lawlessness, right from wrong, good from evil, reality from fantasy and so forth. Thus, an insane 
society is born. Dartmouth's person causes Art 1.2 persons to run uncontrollable savage beast businesses, governments, 
other. Ms. Schmidt claims Dartmouth's corporate person is Revelation's beast dragging all to hell.  No one can buy nor 
sell without the mark of Revelation's corporate beast person's involvement. Buying from Walmart is participating in a 
religious ceremony of idol worship.  

When church and state were joined in Salem, Mass. witch trials, sanity, logic, justice ceased to govern.  Strangers 
convicted strangers of imaginary crimes, yet the punishments were not imaginary punishments. They were real 
executions that ended life without cause. RF meters have improved upon today's witch trials by using military RF 
microwave weapons to render judgments and punishments without cause. Ms. Schmidt's injury complaint describes real 
punishments for unknown imaginary crimes. This court will not tolerate such madness involved in the installation of the 
RF microwave military mass murder weaponry. "Ghost" handlers are rendering these imaginary crimes and are referred 
to the Salt Lake Country attorney for prosecution.

Ms. Schmidt references Judge Trease as Holy Judge Trease who tried to get SLC Corp to drop charges. She needed a 
motion to dismiss, not go to trial! Ms. Schmidt is not trained in law to understand this need. Ms. Schmidt is stunned 
Holy Judge Trease could set aside almost 200 years of her law father's traditions and do God's will on earth as it is in 
heaven. Holy Judge Trease is viewed as a judicial prophet whose dried bones were breathed upon by God. Holy Judge 
Trease awakened and set aside the traditions of her law fathers that no lawyer, executive, law maker, or court has done. 
Ruth Bader Ginsberg, supposed to be God's chosen people, has not walked Holy Judge Trease's path of opening the 
door so others could walk thru. Ezekiel then talks of the stick of Judah being joined to the stick of Joseph.  Greatness in 
on the other side of the door.    

It is ordered: Dartmouth's person is repugnant to our supreme law. This court is not a delusional court and cannot 
communicate with Dartmouth's person. Ms. Schmidt's challenge that Dartmouth's corporate person is not the same as an 
Art 1.2 person is granted. Dartmouth's corporate person is barred from declaring war in Utah whose weapon is the 
deadly, torturing, serial murdering military weapon. The Art 1.2 person is unable to communicate with Dartmouth's 
corporate person. The Art 1.2 person is the traitor and mercenary continuing the Revolutionary war on England's behalf. 
This court recognizes the madness involved, makes it difficult to explain what is going on, yet madness' hatred is the 
only way to explain why RF meters, a UN demand, are murdering Americans across this nation. Dartmouth's person has 
no standing in this court. No one can communicate with Dartmouth's person; therefore, anyone claiming to have such 
representation has no court standing. This court is forced to recommend prosecution of those blaming and/or using 
Dartmouth's person for criminal activity. This court has no jurisdiction over Dartmouth's person but has jurisdiction 
over Ms. Schmidt and Dartmouth's person's Art. 1.2 handlers.
 

3. Ms. Schmidt claims RF, microwave radio frequency radiation poison, caused many bodily injuries that have been 
proven to occur 50 years ago in IEEE medical studies. There does not exist one study showing injuries do not occur 
from RF exposure. This knowledge is known and binding upon RMP employees, staff, owner and others responsible for 
implementing 54-3-1's mandates. IEEE is an international standard organization. Ms.Schmidt has submitted guides and 
directions published on FCC's web site which again is known and binding upon RMP employees, staff, owner and 
others. She claims RMP brought an FCC chart to a meeting at her home admitting anyone near the RF meter received 
irreparable bodily injury after 30 minutes. She showed her chair at her table is less than 8 inches from this meter where 
she spent 4 or 5 hours cooking, sewing, eating, studying, phone shopping, and so forth. She claims a thin male RMP 
employee looked in her window and saw her chair's location. She claims RF's caused brain damage and early 
Alzheimer.
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She claims RF exposure caused autoimmune disease resulting in open heart surgery from bacteria eating her heart, that 
would not have occurred if she had been warned, informed, given an instruction booklet like that accompanying cell 
phones, from RMP warning of RF exposure dangers. EMF findings show she can never escape RF's radiating from the 
wires in her walls carrying dirty, spiked transient frequencies into her rooms. The spiked transient frequencies turned 
her home into a deadly antenna home constantly bombarding her with RF exposure 24/7. Since no escape is possible, 
her home is unlivable. Lead and mold also make homes unlivable. This court recognizes these RF damaging exposures 
result in serial murders and torture.  
 
She claims she cannot get well until the RF meter is removed along with meters emitting rays from other houses. She 
claims she cannot escape static RF meter rays coming from static electricity on wires emitting the 30-300 MHz range, 
which are efficiently absorbed by her body. She claims the RF meter uses the same RF technology as the cell phone 
whose voltage is 3.8 while RF meter voltage is nearer 120 volts. She claims no one uses their cell phone 24 hours/day 
like she is forced to absorb the RF meter spiked transient current 24/7. She claims the antenna 30-300 MHz emitting 
from static electricity is efficiently absorbed by human and animal bodies invoking animal cruelty laws. After 
combining with dangerous magnetic fields created by flowing electricity, humans and animals have no means of 
protecting themselves."

She submitted copies of her IHC medical record prior to open heart surgery using the word resuscitation which is done 
after a body dies.  She claims she has had many pace maker firings which likely increase the times she has been 
murdered by RF poison. She claims Dartmouth's illegal, unconstitutional, unlawful person is no different from the 
clothing woven by con artists and worn by the emperor in the historical document: The Emperor's New Clothes. She 
claims her secured blessings of liberty, bill of rights, and other have been voided by RMP 'con artists' blaming 
Dartmouth's unconstitutional, nonexistent person, ghost, took these rights instead of themselves, Art 1.2 persons.

She claims RMP employees, owner, staff and other know the RF meter is a military microwave weapon murdering 
Americans. She claims the sane solution is to remove the extremely inexpensive RF $35.00 retail meter, which is such a 
small amount it is ridiculously low when contemplating the thousands and thousands of dollars required to rewire and 
re-plumb homes, cover windows, replace drapes, paint walls, apply filters, and on and on. Her daily 2016 heart attacks 
diminished when she wrapped her RF meter with aluminum screen, several layers of aluminum foil and more screen to 
reduce the intensity of RF emissions. She says the Dept of Energy claims aluminum screen is inefficient protection. She 
says she still has heart disease, burning skin without a rash, vision problems, headaches, dizziness, ringing, falling, alz. 
memory problems...

It is not bad judicial behavior for this court to agree with these allegations and cease the RF microwave meter emissions 
for all Utahans, unaware of the harm being done to their bodies, mind, happiness, wellness and on and on.    

It is ordered:  All of the above claims show the RF meter is not an electrical devise meeting the requirements of 54-3-1, 
but is a military weapon used by RMP employees to harm, torture, and murder Utah's citizens without cause. The FCC 
guidelines and directions are available to RMP Art. 1.2 persons just as they are to Ms. Schmidt. The RF meter is a serial 
murdering weapon doing greater health harm that the cell phone. The RF meter is used as a serial murdering military 
weapon performing civilian executions without cause or having had their day in court. RMP, Art l.2 persons, 
employees, staff, owner and unknown others are liable for the harm done by RMP's RF meter to Ms. Schmidt. RMP 
employees, staff, owner and unknown others knew the dangers of RF radiation poisoning prior to installation and 
refused to inform PSC or other Utah authorities that Utahans would be needlessly murdered, tortured and maimed. All 
RF meters are ordered to be instantly removed from Utah homes. Dartmouth's person cannot shield nor assume the 
burden of the RF caused serial murders and other crimes by con artists running RMP. This court suggests RMP Art 1.2 
persons negotiate with Ms. Schmidt for compensation for irreparable harm done without involving this court.     

4.  Ms. Schmidt has submitted a document from the pen of Presiding Bishop Glenn Pace claiming the LDS church has 
been infiltrated by a blood thirsty cult living dual lives and using opposite meanings to shield their religious human 
sacrifice practices from exposure. The cult uses any corporation available for performing religious sacrifice ceremonies. 
Ms. Schmidt claims she has been sacrificed in an RF meter radiation poisoning ceremony. She claims Dartmouth does 
not authorize application of corporation to government or today's businesses because they need a charter from the King 
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of England to receive Dartmouth's corporate person's imaginary protections. RMP's primary goal is murder without 
cause...birds of a feather flock together.

She claims Downes v. Bidwell quotes the US ratified constitution, allowing it to be referenced in this court. Downes 
limits the states to what actually is in the ratified constitution. Ms. Schmidt claims Downes cancelled Pres. Grant's 
executive order to the states incorporating the USA.  Dartmouth's illegal, unlawful, unconstitutional corporate person is 
endeared by murderous Art. 1.2 persons. She claims Dartmouth gave no authority to apply corporation to government 
which "Holy Judge Trease" affirmed in her order of dismissal with prejudice of a parking ticket, given in free parking.  
See SLC CORP v. Schmidt, affirmed by the Utah Ct. of Appeals. 

Ms. Schmidt claims IRS mandates churches incorporate. Mandating religious corporation does write law to govern all 
American religions while crowning their religious leaders as antichrists. IRS knew Dartmouth's person is 
unconstitutional, yet is a great vehicle for restoring witch trial justice, law, order, madness.... Since religious leaders 
cannot serve two masters, the IRS chose for America's religious leaders...they would worship the antichrist master. 
When all religions serve the antichrist master, no religions can expose IRS law governing religion. An antichrist can 
only teach a corporate father, son, gospel and holy ghost.     

It is not bad judicial behavior to agree with these claims and to apply Judge Trease's removal of Dartmouth's person 
from her court to this court. It is not bad judicial behavior to uphold the US constitution as the supreme law in this 
administrative hearing. Dartmouth's person is barred from governing or shielding religious human cult ceremonies in the 
name of the public service commission. This court realizes the grave dangers Judge Marshall put into motion thru 
Dartmouth v. Woodward. Ms. Schmidt is entitled to deal with her emotions by referencing Judge Marshall as mad 
Marshall or schizophrenic Marshall. This court affirms Dartmouth did not apply corporation to government and such 
application would show cult infiltration using government to terrorize, torture and murder innocent citizens in cult 
human sacrifice ceremonies.  IRS mandating church incorporation is law written to govern religion in violation of 
Amendment 1.

It is ordered:  The LDS cult does exist and is repugnant to our supreme law. This cult does not control this 
administrative court and Utah's Public Service Commission. This court recommends the PSC to examine its procedures, 
staff, infrastructures and practices for being deceived to participate in cult religious human sacrifices. Religious 
corporation violates Amendment 1. Dartmouth did not authorize application of corporation to government. Dartmouth's 
corporate person is repugnant to our supreme law.  Religious corporation is repugnant to our supreme law and A. 1. 
Dartmouth's corporation is repugnant our secured blessings of liberty.

5. 57-1-1(3) "Real property" or "real estate" means any right, title, estate, or interest in land, including all nonextracted 
minerals located in, on, or under the land, all buildings, fixtures and improvements on the land, and all water rights, 
rights-of-way, easements, rents, issues, profits, income, tenements, hereditaments, possessory rights, claims, including 
mining claims, privileges, and appurtenances belonging to, used, or enjoyed with the land or any part of the land.

It is not bad judicial behavior to find the "RF meter and the analog meter equipment" furnished and provided and 
maintained by RMP, are appurtenances belonging to, used, or enjoyed with the land or any part of the land.  Meter 
installation transfers installed meter ownership to the land owner who may switch it out for another meter that must 
record electricity used and give this usage to RMP to collect a fair and reasonable fee for the amount of recorded 
electricity used.  The meter owner may hire any certified electrician to assist the owner in the switch the owner may 
request RMP to make the switch. Switching fees are the same fees charged for for removing the analogy meter and 
installing the RF meter: $0.00.

It is ordered all meters installed on homes are the possessions of home owners. Removal of these installed meters is 
theft done by identity theft that voids the prior power contract without authority to do so. The owner may request RMP 
for assistance in removing any meter, installing any meter, or to turn off electricity for a hired electrician to remove the 
meter. Electricians knowledgeable or certified to shut off RMP electrical service at the transformer may do so without 
RMP staff present. City inspectors inspect for safety and compliance with safety standards. All stolen meters are 
returned or replaced with a new meter by RMP who claims their analog meters were sent to third world countries. 
Extortion, threats, orders and other are barred from controlling patron contacts with RMP.  RMP will verify electrical 
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problems are not their fault under their contract to provide services to a property that come under our 54-3-1 service 
requirement. RMP may install a test at the meter to determine whether the problem belongs to RMP or the owner to 
defer future investigation costs.  RMP is liable for all damaged appliances from unreasonable rendered service.

6. Ms. Schmidt claims the RF meter has been programed to double the amount of the electrical bill by charging for 
unused electricity.  She wants proof this is not true. She claims RMP agreed she could remove the RF meter but it would 
be replaced with another RF meter causing her to claim the RF meters are programmed to charge for unused electricity. 
RMP claims the analog is no longer available.  Ms. Schmidt claims she found an analog meter on line within 2 minutes 
for $35.00 proving RMP claims are false and the meter is still available and extremely cheap.  She claims not all 
serviced by RMP have RF meters installed proving RMP is using the analog meter. She claims patrons have already 
paid RMP for operational services that have never been  done.  RMP is barred from  submitting schedules for increases 
to perform operational costs that should have been done is the past. Pocketing the money is an RMP decision and risk.  
Patrons are not liable for it. Claiming the money is gone and patrons must pay again for operational costs forces patrons 
into slavery in violation of Amendment 13, 14, 9, 7, 1.

She claims RMP refuses to comply  with 57-1-1 and admit their meters are appurtenances belonging to land owners. 
Ms. Schmidt claims Autumn B, RMP has used extortion, bulling, threats, and hatred to force her to submit to RMP 
slavery.  Autumn refused to inform Ms. Schmidt how an RMP meter test would terminate her rights at PSC. Ms. 
Schmidt instantly searched for any evidence that might apply. She claims RMP received all her filings and that she 
received none of RMP's responses. Ms Schmidt claims RMP hung up when she asked for a health ins. plan to provide 
very expensive treatment for radiation poisoning diseases which health ins. plans refuse to pay. She asked RMP for a 
fire ins. plan to cover the RF meter's size, that does not fit the analog house, causing arcing and house fires. The RMP 
Art. 1.2 person hung up on her.

It is not bad judicial behavior to run a test to discover if RMP's bills are just and reasonable. This court also wants proof 
RMP's schedules did not deceive the PSC causing PSC to join RMP's plunder or murder of innocent patrons. This court 
is bound by code 57, and admits attached meters are owned by land owners, not RMP. The analog meter is ridiculously 
cheap when compared to the thousands and thousands required for any possible protection from RF dangerous emf, rmr, 
elf or other poisonous rays. Forcing patrons to pay huge amounts to protect themselves from RF weapon technology 
health harm and murder violates 54-3-1's unreasonable and unjust billing fees. In fact 54-3-1's declares the RF meter to 
be prohibited and is declared unlawful, prior to installation. This court is bound by this plain and simple declaration. 
The difference between the smart meter and the digital meter is the ability to manually charge for unused electricity. 
The smart meter is controlled at an office while the digital meter has a built in l00% double billing program.  

It is ordered:  Ten randomly chosen RMP RF meters will be removed from homes under the supervision and selection of 
PSC and replaced with analog meters. Comparisons with last year's billing periods will be made for determining double 
billing. If double billing occurred, RMP is ordered to repay the double billings. Furthermore, the removed RF meters 
will be examined for internal programming that doubles the monthly bill by connections with the analog meter to the RF 
meter or some other test. If it is shown the RF meter readings are greater than the analog meter, RMP is guilty of 
embezzlement and extortion from patrons and deceiving PSC. Schedules requesting money to go back and make repairs 
is barred and repugnant to our supreme law.  Double billing is repugnant to our supreme law.  RMP will gather former 
repair fees from all available storages or purchases and raises. Double billing and the RF meter's torture and murder is 
the straw that broke Utah's contract with Pacifico to set up RMP Utah services.

All Pacifico's subsidiaries, lands, buildings, bank accounts, savings, possessions purchased with plundered double 
billing fees are confiscated. State governors shall govern these confiscated properties and render reimbursement and so 
forth from  Pacifico's above holdings. State governors, Art 1.2 persons, will govern these Pacific confiscations and 
holdings. Any governor representing Dartmouth's corporate person are barred from this governing body. Should no state 
governor quality, sovereign citizens will govern. Reimbursement may be taken from past raises, retirement funds, 
purchased housing and other purchases. This court enforces Utah's Code 54-3-1's finding the RF meter was prohibited 
and declared unlawful prior to installation and was known to RMP who chose to take the risk of getting caught. This 
deliberate violation of the law mandate confiscation. PSC only recognizes the Art l.2's person. Confiscation falls upon 
Gov. Herbert.   
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7. Utah's 54-3-1 mandates electrical service charges to be just and reasonable.  Ms. Schmidt claims these charges have 
paid for a return wire large enough to carry the return electrical load back to the transformer or source. Ms. Schmidt 
claims the neutral return from her home to the transformer is unable of returning the electrical load. The neutral return is 
then attached to water pipes in each home to put electricity into the soil to find its way back to the transformer/source or 
jump on other electrical systems in the home. Stray soil currents combine into larger currents generating greater voltage 
than that coming thru the meter into the house. These large powerful return soil currents are electrocuting citizens who 
step on wet side walk metal or touch buried metal posts or other. This court is appalled that soil current travels on our 
sidewalks. Animals walking barefoot outside are electrocuted from soil electricity. The thought of having to buy shoes 
for animals is also appalling.  She claims RMP uses opposite meaning so their electrical current equals that used by old 
telegraph companies who returned their tiny current back to the transformer thru the soil. She claims the long wires on 
high voltage poles puts high voltage into the soil to find its way back to its source.

She claims electricians are warning citizens to wear rubber soled shoes when outside to prevent soil executions without 
cause. They warn her to not touch buried metal posts or to stay inside when it rains or snows. Patrons are to never walk 
barefoot or lay on the grass to protect themselves from being electrocuted. Possible soil current has stripped her of her 
right to walk barefoot or lay on the grass. She fears for her pet's safety. She alleges farmers do not receive compensation 
for electrocuted animals any more than RF radiation poisoned patrons have receive expensive medical treatments or 
compensation for the house fires started with RF meter housing size or surging electricity damaging home appliances.

Patrons are instructed to prevent stray current from coming into their homes from other homes connected to the street 
water line which allows this stray electricity to travel down the water pipes to the street water line and up water pipes 
into other homes. This stray electricity, trying to find its way back to the transformer or original source, then jumps on 
wiring errors and electrifies another home's furnace systems, water systems, gas lines, breaker systems or back in the 
ground or street water line trying to return to the transformer or substation.

The code standards are higher than it takes to create disruption inside the body and that of all living humans and 
animals. These stray currents increase the amount of magnetic field health damage, shocks, fires and other in homes. 
They increase body voltage that slowly roasts people alive. Electrical goals must be to prevent shocks, fires, radiation 
poisoning and keep electrons where they belong...on wires. RMP's refusal to use collected monies to replace inadequate 
neutral wire with wire able to carry the return load is dangerous murderous terrorist acts. Ms. Schmidt claims this 
madness must instantly cease and Utah's code 54 enforced at all costs.  If PSC must hire independent contractors to 
replace inadequate return wires with ones able to return the electrical load, then this assistance is paid by RMP. Ms. 
Schmidt does not know if PSC or RMP is guilty of RMP's sloppy, dangerous services.  It is not bad judicial behavior to 
find Ms. Schmidt's above claims are real and are dangerous violations of Utah's 54 code requiring instant action.   

It is Ordered:  RMP will gather past pocketed or misdirected operation costs and hire independent contractors to 
instantly assist in replacing all neutral wires from homes, buildings or other to carry the return complete load back to the 
transformer, substation or original source. This new neutral wire  will carry a greater projected load. RMP will install a 
dialectical connector between a home and the street water line to cease current from one home entering another home. 
Rocky Mt. Power Corp is barred from filing new schedules demanding raises to pay for these services that have already 
been paid for but never done. RMP had the opportunity to obey the law instead of pocketing the fees collected or other. 
Ms. Schmidt has projected RMP has collected over a trillion dollars from double billing and pocketed operation costs 
for repairs that were never made. RMP is barred from filing a schedule for raises to pay for the work that should have 
been done decades ago but is not. If RMP files for bankruptcy, Pacifico and all her subsidiaries will be confiscated, and 
given to a committee of governors as aforesaid directs. Once the law has been invoked, it must be satisfied by 
whomever invoked it.  

Dated January ____, 2018.

__________________________ 
Administrative Hearing Judge
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